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Books Received

GENERAL


How to Handle an Appeal, by Herbert Monte Levy. New York: Practising Law Institute, 1968. Pp. xxv, 1629. Cloth: Price unknown. Subject: Condenses within a single volume the essentials of the handling of an appeal, ranging from the fundamentals of the art of advocacy to the more mundane art of fixing and collecting legal fees. The importance of knowing the character and background
of the judges, as revealed from their opinions, backgrounds, attitudes and known reputations in the community, is stressed.


**The Limits of the Criminal Sanction, by Herbert L. Packer.** Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1968. Pp. xi, 385. Cloth: $8.95. Subject: An analysis of the purpose of criminal punishment, the process by which punishment is imposed on lawbreakers and the reasonable limits which should govern the application of the criminal sanction. Discusses alternatives to punishment in the case of prostitution, narcotics offenses and other conduct now subject to criminal prosecution.


**CASEBOOKS AND TEXTBOOKS**

**American Conflicts Law, by Robert A. Leflar.** New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1968. Pp. lxxvi, 677. Cloth: Price unknown. Subject: A revision of *The Law of Conflict of Laws*, 1959. Where other texts in the field attempt to frame formulae which will determine the proper choice of law in a conflicts case, this volume attempts to identify the considerations which should influence the choice and seeks to understand, as well as predict, results in the light of those considerations.